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A drop of water can be as magical as it is dazzling in the hands of
true artist

Perseo is the first compact multi-function luminaire with

an IP65 enclosure rating developed by Ayrton for

intensive outdoor use. Equipped with a new 500 W ultra-

compact monochromatic LED source calibrated at 8000

K, it can deliver metallic white light with an output of

27,000 lumens. Ayrton has specifically developed the

optics in Perseo to achieve an optimal resolution-to-

performanceto-efficiency ratio. They allow perfect

image reproduction and significant improvement from

distortion caused by the shutter blades with wide zoom. 

The optics produce a highly uniform flat beam with no

hot spot, achieving a perfect colour mix regardless of the

colour combination selected. Fitted with a 148 mm

frontal lens, this proprietary system has 13 lenses,

delivering an 8:1 zoom ratio and a zoom range of 7° to

56°. Ayrton has endowed this next generation luminaire

with a new minimalist design in lighter weight die-cast

aluminium, incorporating full weather-proofing features

that ensure easy accessibility. 

Perseo is the ultimate in versatility, designed for multiple

outdoor and indoor applications. 
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grandMA3 full size
*Version 1.0 grandMA3 software coming soon

Offering the ultimate MA lighting 
control hardware and is designed for 
professionals that appreciate the 
hands-on flexibility that a no-
compromise solution can offer.

Robert Juliat Followspot Roxie2
The compact 300W LED spot is all 
about efficiency. It fits in the smallest 
of spaces and is the ideal enery-
efficient solution for all those venues 
where running costs need to be 
significantly reduced.
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Kupo Polyester Round Sling
This sling is composed of dia. 1.5mm
steel wire in 34 loops, making it most
flexible with superior strength. Heat
resistance up to 150° C. Load
capacity 2,000kgs with safety factor
5.

Osram Kreios® Wedding Par RGBW
100W

Featuring a special boost mode that
deepens and defines colors, you can
design moments and paint memories
with brilliant, colorful light.

Lastest News

Christie Pandoras Box creates amazing visuals at 2019 FIBA Basketball
World Cup opening ceremony

The 2019 FIBA Basketball World Cup tournament kicked off in the Chinese 
capital with a spectacular opening ceremony featuring eye-catching onstage 
visuals that were created using the Christie® Pandoras Box real-time video 
processing and show control system...

Read More

CHAUVET Professional ÉPIX Strip IP
Create Stunning Looks at the European
Music Festival for Young People
Licht- & Geluidstechniek Renckens
(LGR), supported this array of
performances with a versatile and
colorful lighting design that reflected
the many moods of the music
without distracting from it. Aiding
LGR in this endeavor were 36
CHAUVET Professional ÉPIX Strip
IP fixtures...

Read More
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300 Astera Tubes on the LEXUS

commercial 2019

Watch the full video

For More

Kupo Linear Power Distro Box
Streamline and compact, it is equipped
with various sockets for diverse needs.

 Watch the full video  For More
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